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Generalized Toeplitz kernels and dilations of intertwining operators. 
n . The continuous case 
RODRIGO AROCENA 
I. Matricial Toeplitz kernels and intertwining operators 
This paper continues a study about the relation between generalized Toeplitz 
kernels and the problem of the dilation of the commutant of contractive semigroups, 
started in [2], where only discrete semigroups were considered. In Section II we 
shall extend that study to general groups. In Section III the group of the real num-
bers is considered and the basic results of this paper on dilation theory — theorems 
(III. 11) and (III. 13) — are obtained; the last includes a continuous version of the 
theorem on the dilation of the commutant due to Sz.-Nagy and Foia§. 
In this section we start with preliminary results concerning the relation between 
intertwining operators, unitary representations of groups, and positive definite 
matricial functions. 
We fix a (topological) group f with neutral element e and consider ££(H)-
valued kernels on T, i.e. functions K: TXT — £?(H), where is the set of 
bounded operators on a Hilbert space H. Such a kernel is said to be positive definite, 
p.d., if 
2 (K(s, t)h(s), h(t))„ s 0, 
s.ter 
for every function h: r— H whose support {t£T: h(t)?i0} is a finite set. 
If K is such that K(st, su)=K(t, u) holds for all s, t, u£T, then K is deter-
mined by the function G on T given by G(s)—K(s, e); conversely, if a function 
G on r is given, setting K(s, t)=G(t~1s) we get a kernel with the above property; 
in that case we say that K or — informally speaking — G are Toeplitz kernels. 
When / / = # ! © #2 is the direct sum of two Hilbert spaces, H1 and H2, then G is 
given by a matrix where GJk(s)£&(Hj, Hk) for all and we say that 
G is a matricial Toeplitz kernel. 
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A positive definite matricial Toeplitz kernel can be viewed as a relation be-
tween two unitary representations of the given group, in the following sense. 
P ropos i t i on 1. For 7 = 1,2 let Hj be a Hilbert space and Gj\ r-^SC(Hj) 
a positive definite Toeplitz kernel on the group r, such that Gj equals the identity 
on the neutral element of r; let Uj be the minimal unitary dilation of Gj to a Hilbert 
space Fj. Let 01 (Ux, U2) be the set of intertwining operators between U1 and U2, 
considered as a (closed) subspace of F2). Then the relation 
g(s) = PSiWU^s)^, i.e. (WUy(s)hl, h2)F: = (g(s)h1, h2)Hi, 
for all str, h^Hi, h2Ç_H2, gives a bijection fV-*g between the unit ball of U2) 
and the set of functions /: T —• JS? (HX, H2) such that G=(GJk)jik=1, G11=G1, G12—g, 
Gn =g, G22 = G2 is a positive definite matricial Toeplitz kernel. If moreover F is a 
topological group and , G2 are continuous in the weak topology of operators, then 
all such functions g will be continuous in the strong topology. 
Nota t i on . When H is a closed subspace of a Hilbert space F, iFH denotes 
the inclusion of H in F and the orthogonal projection of F onto H. If g is a 
function on r , we set g(s)=£*(.s_1). If {S1,: /ÇM} is a family of subspaces of 
F, V denotes the minimal closed subspace of F that contains S, for all t£M. 
t£M 
Proof of P r o p o s i t i o n 1. For 7 = 1,2, Uj = {Uj(s): ' sÇ.r}c&(Fj). is. such 
that Gj(s)=P%JUj(s)\H holds for all s ^ r and the minimality condition Fj — 
= V Uj(s)H: is also true; that is the content of Naimark's dilation theorem (see 
ser 
[9]). Let G be as in the above statement; set, for all s, t£F, h^Hx, h2£H2, 
B(Ui(s)K, U2(t)h2) := (G^r1.^, h2)Hi. 
Taking in account that the elements Uj(s)hj span the space Fs, it is easy to verify 
that G is p.d. if and only if B defines a bounded sesquilinear form on Fx X F2 of norm 
P l l ^ l . In that case there exists W€&(FltF2) such that | | IF | |=j |5 | |^; l and 
{Wf l,f^)Ft—B(f1,f^) hold; moreover, from the equalities 
{WU^sWMhil U2(t)h2)Fi = (G^t-isu)^, h2)Ht = . 
= (U2(s)WU1(u)h1,U2(t)h2)F! 
and the minimality condition it follows that WUl(s)= U2(s)W is true for all jÇT. 
Hence, IF is a contraction belonging to R(UJ,U2). 
By setting g(s)=P^' WU-t( s) | for all s£ T, the converse also follows. 
We now apply the preceding result to the dilation of the commutant of two 
semigroups of isometries. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let r be a group with neutral element e and rL a subsemi-
group of T. Set r~l = {s£r: .s"^/!} and assume that f f| T f 1 = {e} and rxU 
Uri"1=r hold. Let {^(j): sdand {K(s): sÇ.^} be two semigroups of iso-
metries in the Hilbert spaces Hx and H2, respectively, and Y a contraction inter-
twining them, so that 
(2a) YV^s) = V2(s)Y, for every sÇjlt and ||F|| = 1 hold. 
Let a matricial Toeplitz kernel G be associated with the commutator Y by: 
GJJ(s) = VJ(s) if GJJ(S) = VJ(S-i) if sdTr\ j = 1 , 2 ; 
(2b) _ 
Gï2{s) = V2(s)Y if sir,, G12(s) = V2(s~1)Y if serr1; G21 = G12. 
Then G is p.d. if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(2c) for 7 = 1, 2 there exists a unitary representation U} of f in a Hilbert space Fj 
that contains Hj and satisfies 
= for ser,, Fj = V [ t / y C W ; 
(2d) there exists We , F2) that verifies 
WU^S) = U2(s)W for SER; [ |^| | = i|y||; PHIW\Hi = Y. 
Moreover such a W is unique. 
Proo f . If 7 = 0 , W—0 is the only solution of (2d), so we may always assume 
that Y^O and, by homogeneity, | | r | | = l, as in (2a). 
If G is p.d. Gn and G22 have the same property; let UL and U2 be their minimal 
unitary dilations, respectively. From P¿j Uj(s)\=Gn(s) and (2b) it follows that 
Uj(s) is an extension of the isometry Vj(s) for every s£rx. Thus (2c) is satisfied. 
Let W be associated with G as in Proposition 1; then W intertwines 
Uy and U2, and (Whlt h2)F =(G12(e)h1, h2)H —(Yhls h2)H holds for all h1^H1, 
h2<iH2, thus Pn\W\H=Y, so l= | | r | | =S | | f l n |S l . Consequently (2d) is also sat-
isfied. 
Conversely, assume that (2c) and (2d) hold. From Proposition 1 it follows that 
it is enough to prove that G12 is the same function as ¿ ' ( i ) = Pfr WUi(s)\H ; now, 
if s€ / i , then g(s)=P^WV1(s) = YV1(s)=G12(s); if ser~\ we have for all 
h2^H2, 
(g(s)h 1; h2)„, = {U2{s)Whly h2)Fi = {PfcWK, V2(s~l)lin),,. = 
= {VHs-^YK, h2),u = (G12(s)h1, h2)H%. 
The simplest example is perhaps T = Z , the set of integers, rL=Z, {¡¡(¿Z: n=0}. 
In that case the semigroup Fj-(i') is determined by the isometry Vj( 1), so that we are 
concerned with the commutator -YVl=V2Y of two isometries. Then it is easy to 
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prove ([2], Lemma II.3) that G is p.d. so, if C/t and U2 are the minimal unitary ex-
tensions of VX and V2, there exists W that verifies WU1=U2W, ||lF|| = | |y| | and 
PH\ W\Hi=Y. Note that in general the last equality cannot be improved so as to 
get W to be a strict lifting of Y, i.e., such that PW= YPG1. In fact, the last equa-
tion implies YV* = YPRH\ U* =PFO WU? = U * = V * , because 
U2 extends V2; thus YV*=V2Y. Now, the last equality is not a consequence of 
YV^V^Y because if V1=V2 = Y=V is any non-unitary isometry then YV*=W*^ 
*I=V*Y, e tc . 
Let us now go from the discrete to the continuous case. Set r = R = { r e a l num-
bers}, r1=R1 = {s£R: 5S0}. In order to apply Proposition 2 we assume that (2a) 
holds and consider G given by (2b). Working as in [9], page 30, we can prove that 
G is p.d. whenever the semigroups VX and V2 are weakly continuous. Thus: 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let {Pi(i)}, (•?)}, s^O, be two continuous monoparametric 
semigroups of isometries in the Hilbert spaces H1, H2, respectively, and let 
S?(i/i, H2) be a contraction intertwining them, i.e., such that 
YVL(S) — V2(S)Y for jg0, ||F||Sl. 
For j= 1,2 let {Uj(s)}, s£R, be a minimal extension of Vj to a continuous mono-
parametric group of unitary operators in a Hilbert space Fj. Then there exists a unique 
operator F2) such that 
WUJs) = U2(s)W, for every s£R; Y = PftW\Ht-, ||F|| = ||W||. 
II. Generalized Toeplitz kernels and dilations of the commutator 
of two contractions 
When we consider a commutator of two contractions instead of isometries 
the method of the preceding section does not work. In fact, the associated matricial 
Toeplitz kernel need not be positive definite. (See [2], ILlb.) Nevertheless a suitable 
extension of such kind of kernels allows a similar approach to the more general 
situation. 
Let rx be a sub-semigroup of the group T. A generalized Toeplitz kernel (GTK) 
on (T, Tj) is by definition a set 
K = {(KJk), j,k = 1,2; H„H2} 
composed of two Hilbert spaces, H1 and H2, and four functions 
Ku: r - JSPtfy; K12: r1^&(H1,H2); K21: r^1 - &(H2, HJ; K22: r — £f(H^). 
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We say that K is positive definite when 
2 2 (KJk(r\s)hj(s), hk(t))Uk ^ o 
j,k=1,2 s,ter 
holds for every pair of functions of finite support h1: r^Hy, h2: T~1-*H2. 
When r x = r we have a matricial Toeplitz kernel. 
Before, in [5],'the vectorial case was considered, and in [2] the subject was 
related to the dilation of a commutant of two contractions. Here we shall consider 
the general relation between GTK and lifting properties. 
We start extending Proposition (1.1). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. For j ' = l , 2 let Hj be a Hilbert space and Kj an Jz?(//;)-
valued positive definite Toeplitz kernel on an abelian group F, such that Kj equals the 
identity on the neutral element e of call Uj the minimal unitary dilation of Kj to a 
Hilbert space Fj. Let ^ c f be a semigroup such that and every u£T can be 
written as u=t—s,t,s^.r1. Set: 
E+:= V [U^H^F,, E. := V [U2(-t)H2]czF2. 
Igr, 
Then the formula 
(la) k(s) = Pu~YU1(s)\Hi, ser, 
gives a bijection between the operators Y£ , EJ) that satisfy 
(lb) YU^s)?^ = PtU,(s)Y, for sfSr, ||T|| = 1, 
and the functions k such that K={(KJk), k=l, 2; Hlt H2), given by K11=K1, K12=k, 
K21=Jc, K22=K2, isap.d.GTKon (f f ) . Set 
L(Y) = F2): W£R(Ult U2), || W\\ :: 1, W\E+ = Y}. 
Then 
(lc) g(s) = PfiWU^s)^, ser, 
gives a bijection between L(Y) and the set of functions g: r^-SCiH,, H2) such that 
Gi!=Kn, G12=g, G21=g, G22=K22 defines an element G=(GJk)2 k=1 of the class 
y(K) of the p.d. matricial Toeplitz kernels that extend K. In particular, L(Y) is 
lion void if and only if <§{K) is non void. 
Proof . Assume first that (lb) holds; then K satisfies the following equations 
for every hlt h2 as in the definition of p.d. GTK: 
2 2 <Kjk(s-t)hj(s), hk(t))fIk = 2 {(Uiis^is), u.m^t))^ + ' j,k=i,2 s.ter s.ter 
+2Re(YU^h.is), U2(t)h2(t))E_ +(U2(s)h2(s), U2{t)h2{t))E_) = 
= 2U2(t)h2(t))E, + \\2U2{t)h2(t)% , 
ser sir rer ter 1 
which is a non-negative real number because || Y|| s 1; thus, K is positive definite. 
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Conversely, if the last is assumed, set for all hi, h2 as above 
W h 2 ) = Z {(K^s-Oh^s), h2(t))Hl: seru t ^ 1 } . 
Then D defines a sesquilinear form on E+XE_ such that ||Z>||^1. So there exists 
Y^Se ( £ + , £ _ ) which satisfies | | F | | S l and <Ya,b)E =D(a,b) for all (a, b)£E+X 
XE_. The proof of Naimark's dilation theorem shows that we may assume 
Uj(s)lij(t)=hj(t—s) to be always true. Thus 
{YU,(u)hu h2)E_ = Z {(Kuis-t^is-u), h2(t))fl!: ser,, i^Tf1} = 
= (Yhu U2(—u)h2)E_ = (PtU2(u)Yhu h2)E_. 
From the definitions of E+ and E_ it follows that (lb) holds. Our first assertion 
is proved. 
Now let W£L(Y). From (1.1) we know that G is p.d. For any s€r l 5 X1^H1, 
X2£H2 we have that 
(G12(s)Xl, x2)lh = (P,i^WU1(s)x1, x2)H, = <P#a-(P/?|£+)^C*)*i> x2)„t = 
= (P,Fi:YU1(s)x1, x2)„, = ( K y ^ X I , X2)LH, 
so If we start by assuming this, we know that (lc) defines a contraction 
U2). For all x^H!, x2£H2, ter-1 we have: 
(PtWUMxi, U2(t)x2)E_ ^{WU^Xy, U2(t)x2)F, = (WUAs-Qx^x^p, = 
= {PalWU!(5 — i ) 5 x2)fh = (g(s-t)Xl, x2)Ht = (k(s-i)*i, *2>h2 = 
= (PfcYUAs-^xlf x2)Hi = (Pl'U^-DYU^x,, x2)Hl = (YU1(s)x1, U2{t)x2)E,. 
Thus PltW\Et = Y. 
If K is a p.d. GTK, the (possibly void) set K) is naturally related with the 
set °U(K) of the minimal unitary dilations of K, i.e., of the unitary representations 
U of r on a Hilbert space F such that: 
H1,H2czF; F = V {V [ t f W , ] } ; j-1,2 s£r 
KJk(s-t) = Pflk(s-t)\Uj, for (s, t)erjxrk, j,k = 1,2, with r2 = r1-\ 
In fact, if Ue<W(K), Gjk(s)=PfHk U(s)\nj, for s^r, defines an element G={Gjk))k=1 
of 'S(K). Conversely, if Gf/S(K), its minimal unitary dilation U satisfies the con-
ditions required to belong to %{K~) and, by its very definition, is related to G by 
the last equality. Moreover, this correspondence between U and G is a bijection if 
we identify in <%(K) the representations that are equivalent under unitary isomor-
phisms that leave invariant all the elements of Hx and H2. Thus, if rS{K) non void 
for every positive definite, generalized Toeplitz kernel K on (F, it follows that 
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Naimark's dilation theorem extends to these kernels. In such a case we could say 
that (r, rx) has Naimark's property. 
When r=Z, r1=Z1 (lb) reduces to YV+=V*_Y, with V+, isometries. 
It is known that L(Y) and ^(K) are both non void and these two facts have been 
proved independently. Because of (1) each of them can be deduced from the other 
one. In fact, (Z, Z t) has Naimark's property [5]. On the other side the lifting of 
YV+=V*_ Y to a commutator of isometries can be obtained as a particular case 
of the. theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foiaj. More precisely, this theorem is based on a 
previous result ([9], Proposition II.2.2) which implies that, if V is a minimal iso-
metric dilation of V* to then there exists Y'££?(E+,E') such that Y'V+ = 
V'Y', Y=P% Y' and | | y ' | | s l . Now, it is well known that every commutator 
of isometries can be lifted to a commutator of their minimal unitary extensions 
(this has also been proved in the previous section); if U2 is a minimal unitary dila-
tion of F_, U2 has the same property with respect to V* and V; it follows that 
there exists W£L(Y), so that this set is non void. In particular, this gives another 
proof of the fact that is non void (which is certainly less simple than the original 
one presented in [5]). 
Now we can state the relation between GTK and commutators of semigroups 
of contractions by means of the following extension of proposition (1.2). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let r be an Abelian group with neutral element e and f i a 
sub-semigroup of F. Set (—rl) = { s f _ f . —sÇ^} and assume that fin(—ii) = {e} 
and T 1 U ( - r 1 ) = r . Let (7i(.s): sÇFj} and {T2(s): s^rj be two semigroups of con-
tractions in the Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, respectively. Let ZÇif (Hlt H2) be 
such that: 
(2a) XT^s) = T2{s)X, for s£r1} and \\X\\ = 1. 
Let the GTK K={(Kjk), j,k=1,2; Ht, H2} associated with the commutator (2a) 
be defined by 
(2b) KJJ(S) = TJ(S) if Kjj(s) = T/(—s) if s ^ - T J , J= 1,2; 
K12(s) = T2(s)X for stri; K21=K12. 
Then K is p.d. and &(K) is non void if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(2c) for 7 = 1 , 2 there exists a unitary representation Uj of T in a Hilbert space Fj 
that contains H} and satisfies 
TJ(s) = P%Uj(s)\Bj, for strlt Fj = V [UJ(S)HJ]; sÇT 
(2d) there exists F2) that satisfies WU^s)^ U2{s) W for all 
•sÇTi P U = m and PftW\Ei = XPSl, where £x:= V s€I\ 
9 
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Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, (lc) gives as in Proposition 1 a bijection 
between and the set of operators W as in (2d). 
P roof . We start assuming K p.d. and non void; then A"u and K22 are 
also p.d. and (2c) follows from Naimark's dilation theorem. For a given G£&(K), 
.(1.1) shows that there exists a contraction W^RiUx, U2) such that G12(s) = 
=PFH\WU1(s)\Hi holds for all s^T. Then, for xiH^sfTi, we have P£WU1(s)x= 
=G1l(s)x=K12(s)x=XT1(s)x=XPfrU1(s)x=XPfriUl(s)x and (2d) follows. As-
sume conversely that (2c) and (2d) are true. First of all, it is easy to see that Uj 
is a minimal unitary dilation of Kj}; thus the last is positive definite and Uj is es-
sentially unique. Let G=(GJk)2j k=1 be the matricial Toeplitz kernel associated with 
the commutator (2d); then GJJ=KjJ,j= 1,2, and G12(S)=G21(S)=PIF,'I fVC/^s)!^, 
for s£r. We know that G is p.d.; moreover, for s£rlt U1(s)H1cE1 so we have 
K12(S)=T2(S)X=XT1(S)=XPEH\U1(S)\e=PFH*I W U ^ S ^ G ^ S ) . Thus Gf^(K). 
In the next section what has been done up to now will be applied to commutators 
of continuous monoparametric semigroups of contractions. Here, as an example, 
we shall recall and complete some results of [2]. The following holds. 
Let 7i and T2 be contractions in Hilbert spaces Hx and H2, respectively, and 
H2) such that XTX=T2X. Let V^&iEJ, V2e^(E2) be the minimal 
isometric dilations and U1€£f(F1), U2e^C(F2) the minimal unitary dilations of 71, 
T2, respectively. The following two problems are considered: 
i) find F€JS?(£'1,£2) such that YVX=V2Y, PEH\Y=XPEH\, \\Y\\=\\X\\-
ii) find W€&(FltFj such that WUt=U2W, PFH'W\E=XPEH^, \\W\\=\\X\\. 
If X=0 both problems have only the trivial solution, so it is also assumed that 
№1 = 1. 
Let K={(KJk),j, k=l,2; Hu H2} b e t h e G T K o n (Z, ZJ given by Kjj(n)=TJ 
if n^O, Kjj(n)=TJ-n if n^O, / = 1 , 2 ; K12(n)=XT? for n^O and K21=K12. 
Theorem 3. 
a) Both problems have solutions. 
b) K is positive definite. 
c) There is a bijection between the sets of solutions of these problems and with 
the set ^(K) of all the positive definite matricial Toeplitz kernels that extend K. 
d) This bijection can be obtained as follows: given Ge^(K), let F=Fj\JF2 
be the space of the minimal dilation of G; then set W=PE |f , solution of (i), and 
Y=Pi\E~Pl\ W\Ei, solution of(ii). 
e) The solution of these problems is unique if and only if one of the following 
equalities is satisfied: 
{(I-X*X)1l2H1}-®{(U1-T1)H1}-= {(I-X*X)V*T1h+(U1-T1)h: htHj-, 
{(I-X*X)1'2H1}-(B{(U2-T2)H2}- = {(I-X*X)y2h®(U2-T2)Xh: hZHj-. 
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P r o o f . 
a) Follows from (c) and (b) which imply 
b) was proved in [2], Proposition II. 1; 
c)—d) the assertions concerning Problem (ii) stem from Proposition 2; those 
concerning Problem (i), from [2], Theorem II.4; 
e) follows from (c) and the theorem on the uniqueness of the lifting [1]; also, 
because K) has only one element if and only if one of these equalities is satis-
fied ([2], Theorem II.8). 
The proof is done. 
R e m a r k . The above theorem includes the following result (see [8]) for Tl5 T2, 
X, Ut, U2 as before there exists F2) such that WUX=U2W, | |A1- | | 
and W\Ht hold. 
III. The continuous case 
Our task in this section is to show that the results for the discrete case can be 
extended to the continuous one also. Specifically, we shall show that Proposi-
tion II.2 gives positive results when r=R, the set of real numbers, and r1=R1= 
= 0}. . . . : 
Following our general approach we shall first see that (R, Rx) has Naimark's 
property; in other words, we shall state the dilation theorem for. continuous operator-
valued GTK, proofs of which were given in [6] and [7] for the scalar case. That 
result will then be applied to the commutator of two continuous semigroups of 
contractions. 
Our method will be to relate each GTK on (R, RJ with another on (Z, Zx) 
by means of a systematic use of the results concerning semigroups, their dilations 
and cogenerators, of S Z . - N A G Y and FOIAÇ ([9], Sections III.8 and III.9). 
We start with a p.d. GTK on (R, Rj), K={(KJk), j,k=1, 2; Hlf H2}, such 
that the KJk are weakly continuous functions. We keep the notation of the preceding 
section, in particular that of Propositions II. 1 and II.2. Let U[ and U2 be the co-
generators of XJl and U2, minimal unitary dilations of Ku and K22, respectively. 
It is known that U[ and U2 are unitary operators and that the following holds ([9], 
Theorem III.8.1): 
1) C/;=strong limit j=l, 2, where <PS is the holomorphic function 
s - 0 + 
in the complex plane minus the point (1+s) given by 0s(z)=(z— l+s)/(z—1—s), 
for s€Rt. ' ' ' • • 
9* 
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What follows is based in the next equalities ([9], III.9.6, III.9.10). 
2) FJ = V [ U J ( S ) H J ] = V r U ' / H j i , j = 1 , 2 ; 
sgK n€Z 
•' ' E+= V [Ui(s)HJ= V WHJ, iiezj 
V [U2(s)H,] = V [ I t f f f J . 
-SSJ?! - n e z , 
As we said, a GTK on (Z, Z2), AT' = {(A^), j,k=\,2; HX, H2} will be associated 
with K. We start defining K'n and K22 in the natural way: 
3) K;.j(m):= P^U'jm\Hj, for m£Z, J = 1 , 2 . 
Then, from (1), we get that 
3a) Xj^rn) = strong limit • sign m)]|„ , / = 1, 2. 
Let 2) be the sesquilinear form on E+XE_ determined by 
4), DiU^h,, U2{i)h2) = (K^s-t)^, h2)Hl, 0, i = 0, 
. 
From the very definition we get the identity 
- • • 4a) D(U1(s—t)h1, h2) = DiU^s)^, U2(t)h2) = D(K, U2(t-s)h2). 
We want to prove the corresponding result for the discrete case, that is, 
4b) DiU'r^K, h2) =D(U?hx, U'2%) = D(h,, 
for all m^O, w^O, h ^ H , , h2£H2. In order to do that we refer to the identity ([9], 
III.9.9) and to the one we obtain from it by conjugation. They imply, respectively, 
4c) U'^h, = limit y dk(s, rr^U^ks)^, m ^ 0, h^H,, 
and 
4d) U2"h2 = limit Y dk(-s, -n)U2(ks)h2, n si 0, h2£H2, 
where, for s£Rx and m£Z l 5 {dk(s, m)}£L0 are the coefficients of the Taylor series 
of the function <P™. Since K is positive definite, D is bounded and consequently the 
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following hold: 
4e) D(U'1m-"h1, h2) = limit Z dk(s, m-r^DiU^ks)^, hX 
D(Uimhl5 U?hJ = limit Z dk(s, m) dj(s, -r^D^ks)^, U2(-js)h2) = s"*0+ k,j=0 
= limit Z [ 2 dv-j(s, Tn) dj(s, -riftD^ivs)^, h2). 
v = 0 y _ 0 . . . . . . . 
In order to prove the last, recall (4a), set v=k+j and remark that the dk(s,m) 
are real numbers. Then the first equality (4b) stems from 
k 
dk(s, m + n) = Z dk-j(s, m) dj(s, n), . ? € m , n, keZlf 
j=o , .; 
which is a consequence of <t>™$"s = The second equality (4b) can be proved 
in the same way. 
We now complete the definition of K' by setting 
5) (K[2(m)hx, h2)Hz = D{U'xmK, h2), miZx, h^H^ h2tH2; K'2i = R'12. 
From (3a), (4) and (4e) we get the following direct formulas for K' in terms of K. 
eo 
6) Kjj(m) = strong limit 2 dk(s, |m|)^:j7[(sign m)ks], m£Z, j = 1, 2; 
o+ )t=o 
oo 
K^m) = strong limit Z dk(s, m)Kl2(ks), m£Zx. 
s - 0 + k-0 
We shall see that K' is p.d. Set Z2 =—Z x and let f y . ZJ—HJ be functions 
with finite support, j=1, 2. From definitions (3) and (5), and the identity (4b) it 
follows that 
2 2 (Kjk(m-n)fj(m),fk(n))Hk. = || ^ C/im/iM||K + j,k=l,2(.m,n)ezj-xzk m€ zt 
+ 2ReZ)( Z UTfiim), 2 U'2nf2{n)) + \\ Z UTMn)fFl ^ 0, mi Z, it e Z, it 6 z, 
because K p.d. implies | | D | | s l . 
Consequently, With each G'£&(K') we,shall associate 
a G ^ { K ) , getting in that way a bijection and, in particular, proving that 
is non void. In order to do that we refer once more to the relation between matricial 
Toeplitz kernels and intertwining operators. Given G'=(Gjk)j k=1€&(K') let 
F2) be the operator determined by 
7) (Tc.Ui^U^h^^iG^im-n^h^, m, n£Z, h^Jh, h2ai2. 
Rodrigo Arocena 
As we know, 
7a) TG,U[ = U'2TG., \\TG,\\ ^ 1, 
and it is clear that 
7b) G[2(m) = P£\Ta.U?\„x = UimTG.\Hl, for m€Z. 
We shall show that TG. also intertwines U1 and U2 : 
7c) TG. U^s) = Ut(s)TG., for sOt. 
It is enough to see it for all ¿>0 ; in order to do that we refer to a reciprocal ([9], 
III.9.8) of a formula we have already used; it implies that 
8) Uj(s)h, = limit 2 ^CkW/hj, for ^ > 0 , hj£Hj, j= 1,2, 
' - 1 fe=0 
where {cfc(s)}"_0 are the Taylor coefficients of the function ejz)—exp ^—""j-)' 
j > 0 . From (8) it follows that TG- C/1(s)/i1=limit 2 rk ck(s)U2kTG.h1 = U2(s)TG.h1, k=o 
so (7c) is proved. 
Let G12: R-^SCiHx, H2) be given by 
9 ), (Gu(s)k>fàBt = (TG>Ul(s)h1,hàet, scR, h^H,, h2£H2. 
Setting Gn:=Ku, G12, G21:=G12, G22\=K22 we define a p.d. matricial Toeplitz 
kernel G. It only remains to see that G extends K. Since 
K) = (K'^k)^, h2)Hl = (Gi2(k)hu h2)H: = (TG,Ui%, h2)F2, 
it follows from (8) that, for 0, we have 
( K ^ h , h2)Bi = D^SVH, h2) = (TG,[limit 2 Sc.isWhJ, h2)Fi = • r—i~ k = o 
= (T^UA^h, h2)F2 = (G^s)^, h2)Hl. 
Thus, G£%(K). Also, it follows from (9), (8) and (7b) that 
10) G12(S) = strong limit 2 ^^(liDGiaffcisigni)], for s£R. 
r-1-". t=o 
Conversely: 
10a) G'12(m) = strong limit 2 dk(s, |w|)G12[/cjr(sign m)], for m£Z. 
So we have proved the following 
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T h e o r e m 11. Let K={(Kjk), j,k=1,2; Hx, H2} be a positive definite gen-
eralized Toeplitz kernel on (R, RX) such that the functions Kjk are continuous in the 
weak topology of operators. Then there exists a p.d. GTK K' on (Z, Zx), such that 
there is a bijection between and &(K'). 
The correspondence K-+K' given by this theorem is reversible; the converse of 
formula (6) is the following: 
OO • • 
11a) AT,,(J) = strong limit 2" s£R, j= 1,2; 
r - l " k=0 
K12(s) = strong limit 2 ^c^K'uik), s£Ri-
r-1- k=0 
Theorem (11) allows us to transfer a uniqueness condition from the discrete 
case ([2], Proposition 1.6) to the continuous one. 
C o r o l l a r y 12. Let K be as in theorem (11). Then contains only one 
element if and only if at least one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
i) { ( I - Q * Q ? l i E } - = {(/—2*01/2 UiE+}~, 
ii) {(I-QQ*)1>2E-}-= {(I-QQ*y'*U'2E-}~, 
where U[, U2 are the cogenerators of the minimal unitary dilations of Ku, K22, respec-
tively, and Q is the operator from 
E+ = V Ux(s)H, to E_ = V U2(s)H2, 
sSO s S 0 
given for 0, /s=0, h^H-t, h2£H2 by 
(QUMK, U2(t)h2)E_ = ( A ^ + O/iiAW 
As an application of what has been done in this section we shall state a theorem 
on the commutator of two semigroups of contractions which is the continuous 
version of (II.3). 
T h e o r e m 13. Let {7i(s): iSO}, {T2(s): 0} be continuous monoparametric 
semigroups of contraction an Hilbert spaces Ht, H2, respectively, and (Hx, H2) 
such that XTi(s)=T2(s)X holds for all s^ 0. Let (F2(I): J S 0 } C 
c i f ( £ 2 ) be minimal isometric dilations and {U^s): s£R)<z£P(Fx),{U2(s): s£R}a 
CJS?(F2) minimal unitary dilations of the semigroups 71, T2, respectively. The following 
problems are considered: 
i) find YZ&iE^Ej such that YV1(s)=V2(s)Y, for P^Y=XPfr and 
\\Y\\=\\X\\; 
ii) find WZ&iF^Fi) such that WU1(s)=U2(s)W, for s£R, P%>W\E =XP% 
and \\W\\ = \\Xl 
' 136 .- Rodrigo Arocena 
Discarding the trivial case, it may be assumed by homogeneity that, ||.y|| —1. 
Let K= {(KJk), j,k=l,2; Hu H2} be the GTK on (R, RJ given by 
KJJ(S) = TJ(s) i f J = 0 , KJJ(S) = T J * ( - S ) i f i S O , j = 1 , 2 ; 
K12(s)=T2(s)X if s^O, K21=K12. Then: 
a) Both problems have solutions. 
b) K is positive definite. 
c) There exist bijections between the set of solutions of (i), the one of (ii) and 
and these bijections are determined by 
_i(WU1(s)h1,U2(t)h2)F2, for s,t£R, h.elf, h2£H2 
<G*(s-№*WB*-\Qrv1(s)h1,V2(t)hi)Et, f o r 
d) The solution of both problems is unique if and only if at least one of the fol-
lowing equalities is satisfied: 
{(I-X*Xy'2H1}-®{(Ui-T{)H1}-={(I-X*X)i'*T[li+(U,1-T[)h: h^Hj-, 
{Cl-X*Xfl2H1}-®{(U'2-n)H2}-={{I-X*Xy'2h®(U'2-Tl)Xh: htHj-, 
where Ux, U2, Tx, T2 are the cogenerators of Ux, U2,TX,T2, respectively. 
Proof . First step: some properties that we have already used ([9], Sections III.8 
and III. 9) show that U'j (Vj) is the minimal unitary (isometric) dilation of Tj, where 
Vj' denotes the cogenerator of the semigroup V}; moreover, XT[=T'2X holds; 
from WU{=U'2W it follows that WUl(s)=U2{s)W for all s£R, and from 
YVX=V2Y, that YV1(S)=V2(S)Y for all S^RX. 
Second step: apply Theorem II.3 to T[, T2, V{, V2 , Ux, U2, calling K' the GTK. 
on (Z, Zx) that in its statement is called AT. ; , : 
Third step: note that (11a) relates precisely the kernels K and K' we are con-
sidering here. 
Fourth step: apply Theorem 11 of this section. 
Remark . The applications of generalized and matricial Toeplitz kernels to 
the realization of linear systems and scattering theory are considered in [3] and [4]. 
Added in p roofs . A more conceptual approach to the concept of section 
III is given in [10]. ' 
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